Effect of Chronic Intracerebroventricular Infusion of Corticotropin-Releasing Factor on Circadian Corticosterone Rhythm in the Rat
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Abstract

The effects of chronic (14 day) intracerebroventricular infusion of various amounts of ovine corticotropin-releasing factor (oCRF) on the circadian blood corticosterone rhythm in male rats were examined. Control (saline-infused) rats showed distinct blood corticosterone rhythms over 48 h with nadirs at 0900 h and peaks at 2100 h on days 6-7 and 13-14. oCRF at 3 pmol/h did not affect the circadian corticosterone rhythm on these days. When oCRF was infused at a rate of 12 pmol/h, blood corticosterone was increased throughout the 48 h periods. A significant circadian rhythm remained at days 6-7, but continuous infusion for an additional 7 days disrupted the rhythm. Higher doses of oCRF (48 and 240 pmol/h) obliterated the rhythm during both periods; the disruption was characterized by an increase in corticosterone during the lights-on period without a substantial change in the evening maximum. Thus, the blood corticosterone concentration was eventually confined within a narrow range, not exceeding the normal circadian peak, over a wide dose range of centrally administered CRF. Significant effects of oCRF on body and adrenal weight were observed only at the two highest doses used. These findings may provide some insight into the state of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis in animals exposed to chronic stress and in patients with depression.

Recently extensive study has been conducted on the regulation and functional properties of neurohormones in the search for a possible biologic basis of major depression. Gold et al. (1988a) have cited striking similarities between behavioral and physiologic changes during the adaptive phase to various stressors and the depression syndrome. Among them, hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) system is one of the most consistent findings, and sustained hypersecretion of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) has been implicated as a causative factor (Gold et al., 1986b; Taylor and Fishman, 1988).

In contrast to numerous reports on acute CRF administration, there are very few reports on the effects of chronic, continuous CRF administration on pituitary-
adrenocortical activity (Rivier and Vale, 1985; Silber and Funder, 1988; Gertz et al., 1987), and virtually no studies have dealt with circadian variation, which is a major driving mechanism of the system in addition to stress. This prompted us to examine the circadian blood corticosterone profile in rats, which received a continuous intracerebroventricular (icv) infusion of oCRF for 14 days. The icv route was chosen because (1) with the exception of the report of Cunningham et al. (1988), there has been no study on chronic icv infusion of CRF and (2) the icv, but not peripheral, administration of CRF produces a variety of physiological as well as behavioral changes similar to those seen in experimental animals subjected to stressful situations (Sutton et al., 1982; Kalin, 1983; Lenz et al., 1987).

Materials and Methods

Adult male Wistar rats (250-300 g) were used for the study. They were fed rat chow and water ad libitum, and housed under a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle (lights on at 0900 h). After one week adaptation, the pre-CRF (days -1 and 0) blood corticosterone rhythm was examined by repeated blood sampling (10 μl) at 4-h intervals over 48 h from a small incision at the tail tip, as described previously (Miyabo et al., 1981). This procedure has been proven not to disturb the endogenous circadian rhythm of plasma corticosterone (Homma and Horoshige, 1979). On the following day (day 1), a 21-gauge stainless steel cannula was inserted stereotaxically into the third cerebral ventricle of the animal (2 mm caudal to the bregma in the midline, 8 mm deep) (Albe-Fessard et al., 1966), under pentobarbital anesthesia, and fixed to the skull with dental cement. The intracerebroventricular (icv) infusion of oCRF (Peptide Institute, Osaka, Japan) was made by means of an Alzet osmotic minipump (model 2001, Alza Corp., Palo Alto, CA., pumping rate, 1.0 μl/h) which was filled with oCRF dissolved in physiological saline, connected to the cannula, and implanted under the dorsal skin. The concentrations of infusate were adjusted to deliver oCRF at rates of 3 (n=7), 12 (n=6), and 48 (n=5) pmol/h. Control animals (n=7) received an icv infusion of saline alone. On days 6–7, the 48 h blood corticosterone pattern was determined as above and the minipumps were replaced. On days 13–14 the final blood corticosterone profile was obtained. In a separate experiment (n=6), the dose of oCRF was increased to 240 pmol/h and blood samples were taken at 0900 h (the nadir) and 2100 h (the peak) on days 6–7 and 13–14. In these rats, locomotor activity was continuously monitored during the last 3 days using Animex III-DSE (Shimazu, Kyoto, Japan) as described previously (Miyabo et al., 1985). The stability of oCRF was confirmed by bioassaying the outflow fluid from the minipumps in a separate group of animals on day 7. Body weight was measured before infusion and on days 7 and 14 of the infusion. Before sacrifice on day 14, the infusion site was verified by injecting 5 μl of indigocarmine through the cannula. The pituitary and adrenals were weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg. Blood corticosterone was determined by radioimmunoassay, as described previously (Miyabo et al., 1981). The grouped corticosterone data were analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) on variation over time. The Newman Keuls (N-K) test was used for peak-trough corticosterone difference and to compare body and organ weight.

Results

Before icv oCRF infusion, every rat showed a distinct circadian corticosterone rhythm with a nadir at 0900 h and a peak at 2100 h (data not shown). The icv infusion of saline (control) or 3 pmol/h oCRF did not affect the corticosterone rhythm at days 6–7 or 13–14. Although the peak concentration of the group receiving 3 pmol/h tended to be lower than that of the control, the difference was not significant. In contrast, oCRF at 12 pmol/h for 7 days increased plasma corticosterone throughout the 48 h measurement interval, the rise being particularly evident during the lights-on period (P<0.01 vs controls). The increase in the evening peak was not signi-
Fig. 1. Circadian pattern of blood corticosterone (mean±SEM) in rats treated with icv oCRF for 14 days. Light and dark periods are shown by open and hatched bars below the figure. Presence of circadian rhythm is indicated by *(P<0.05) and **(P<0.01), as calculated by ANOVA and N-K test for grouped data.

Fig. 2. Blood corticosterone concentration (mean±SEM) in rats treated with 240 pmol/h oCRF for 14 days. Open bars=corticosterone at 0900 h; hatched bars=corticosterone at 2100 h. **indicates p<0.01 in the N-K test.

significant, but the circadian corticosterone rhythm was preserved (P<0.05). When the same dose of oCRF was continued for a further 7 day period, the circadian corticosterone rhythm was lost. A larger dose of oCRF (48 pmol/h) abolished the corticosterone rhythm at both days 6–7 and days 13–14. The disruption of the corticosterone rhythm was mainly due to an increase in the trough concentration without a significant increase in the peak (Fig. 1). This finding was supported by the experiment with 240 pmol/h oCRF. The morning concentration rose as high as the evening concentration, whereas the latter remained unaltered before and after oCRF (Fig. 2). The distinct circadian locomotor rhythm was observed in
The effects of centrally administered oCRF on body and organ weight are shown in Table 1. A significant suppression of body weight gain was noted in rats treated with 48 pmol/h oCRF, while 240 pmol/h oCRF caused a marked weight loss. The relative pituitary weight did not change, while the relative adrenal weight was increased only with 48 and 240 pmol/h oCRF.

### Discussion

In this study, with the exception of the lowest dose, chronic icv infusion of oCRF increased the morning corticosterone concentration. In adrenalectomized rats implanted with a sc corticosterone pellet, which provides a constant corticosterone signal, bilateral lesions of the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) eliminate the evening rise in plasma ACTH (Cascio et al., 1987). Together with a very low morning concentration of ACTH and corticosterone in intact rats, it is likely that under basal conditions the HPA axis is "turned off" in the morning (which may represent only constitutive secretion) and the drive from the SCN to CRF neurons in the paraventricular nuclei (PVN) is supplied only in the evening (Dallman et al. 1987a). Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that chronic CRF above a certain dose increased the trough corticosterone. Indeed, Gertz et al. (1987) noticed that during a 52-day sc infusion of rCRF (94.4 pmol/h), plasma corticosterone at 0800-0900 h was consistently increased to a mean of 7.5 ± 0.99 μg/dl (vs 1.14 ± 0.05 μg/dl in the control rats), which was also within the circadian excursion of plasma corticosterone in normal rats reported elsewhere (Dallman et al., 1987a). The paper by Rivier and Vale (1985) did not specify the time of sacrifice, but judging from the amount of ACTH and corticosterone in their control rats (51.3 ± 2.6 pg/ml and 1.78 ± 0.32 μg/dl, respectively), their values probably represent a trough or near-trough concentration. After 7-day exposure to 75 pmol/h sc oCRF, plasma corticosterone rose to 2.28 ± 0.74 μg/dl (within the normal circadian range). After 750 pmol/h oCRF for 7 days, however, the corticosterone value increased to 12.28 ± 1.53 μg/dl, which exceeds the circadian peak concentration in their intact rats (6.3 μg/dl). The latter dose, however, is extremely large and caused a further increase in plasma ACTH in adrenalectomized rats.

It is intriguing that increased blood corticosterone with a persistent circadian rhythm was observed only transiently when oCRF was infused at 12 pmol/h for 7 days. Exposure to oCRF for a longer period or at larger doses disrupted the corticosterone rhythm, but the concentration did not exceed the circadian peak observed in the saline-treated controls. Silberberg and
Funder (1988) reported that plasma ACTH, \( \beta \)-endorphin, and corticosterone are not increased after a 72 h sc infusion of rCRF at rates up to 68 pmol/h. Although the time of blood collection was not specified, the rather high plasma hormone concentration in their control group suggest that the animals were dealt with in the evening.

Although controversy remains, there seems to be no intrinsic circadian change in pituitary responsiveness to CRF (Akana et al., 1986). Dallman et al. (1985) infused rCRF at a rate of 94 pmol/h into rats with hypothalamic anterolateral disconnection. After 5 days of treatment, the plasma corticosterone concentration was high in both the morning and evening, and did not differ from the evening concentration in the sham-lesioned, non-CRF-treated rats. Although the neural connections were intact in our rats, the striking similarity of the diurnal corticosterone profile under chronic CRF stimulation in both experiments may indicate that the nocturnal activation of CRF-neurons is functionally diminished in our rats. The most likely explanation is the negative feedback effect by the consistently increased morning plasma corticosterone. It is well established that corticosterone, even in the physiological range, exerts a negative feedback on ACTH secretion. Recently it has been reported that the feedback control of basal ACTH by corticosterone appears to be mediated primarily through the association of corticosterone with high-affinity, type I, corticosterone-preferring receptors (predominantly in the hippocampus and lateral septum, but not in the pituitary) and transsynaptic modulation of CRF-neuron activity during both the trough and the peak of the diurnal basal adrenocortical activity, and an apparent rightward shift in the feedback sensitivity at night may be a consequence of increased drive to the PVN from the SCN (Dallman et al., 1987b, Dallman et al., 1989). Thus, in unstimulated rats, the low morning plasma corticosterone seems to be a prerequisite for increased CRF-neuron activity at night. This may be supported by the fact that in adrenalectomized rats, in which the plasma corticosterone is maintained at a certain level (6–12 \( \mu \)g/dl but not below 4 \( \mu \)g/dl) throughout a 24 h period by implantation of a corticosterone pellet, the augmented nocturnal surge of plasma ACTH disappears (Akana et al., 1986).

Although CRF receptors are widely distributed within the brain (River and Plotsky, 1986; Wynn et al., 1984), it is unlikely that the observed obliteration of corticosterone rhythm results from a centrally-administered CRF effect on the rhythm-generating system (the SCN) per se since the circadian periodicity of locomotor activity was well maintained. It is also known that prolonged CRF administration leads to down-regulation and desensitization of the pituitary CRF receptors (Wynn et al., 1988). This, together with corticosterone feedback, may serve to keep ACTH secretion within a certain range, but is not likely to play an important role in the disruption of circadian ACTH-corticosterone rhythm.

Whatever the mechanism, the occupancy of the more ubiquitous type II receptors in the peripheral tissues remains low, as long as the plasma corticosterone concentration is maintained within the basal circadian range. In this way, the whole body is carefully protected from the profoundly deleterious effects of chronic glucocorticoid excess.

Recently, a role of CRF in the pathophysiology of primary depression has been proposed (Emeric-Sauval, 1986; Gold et al., 1988b; Taylor and Fishman, 1988), and an increased cerebrospinal fluid immunoreactive CRF concentration in depressed patients has been demonstrated (Nemeroff et al., 1984). The patients had a higher plasma cortisol level for 24 h, the increase being more pronounced in the night but the circadian rhythm was preserved. (Rubin and Poland, 1982). This result resembles what
we transiently observed in rats given a chronic icv infusion of CRF at a rate of 12 pmol/h. At present it is not known whether more severe or late-phase disease leads to an arrhythmic cortisol profile, but even patients with a prolonged disease history usually remain free of apparent cushingoid physical stigmata.
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